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Abstract

This article explores different conceptualizations of, and debates about, 
Body Integrity Identity Disorder and Gender Identity Disorder to first 
examine how these “identity disorders” have been both linked to and 
distinguished from, the “sexual disorders” of  apotemnophilia (the de-
sire to amputate healthy limbs) and autogynephilia (the desire to per-
ceive oneself  as a woman).  We argue that distinctions between identity 
disorders and sexual disorders or paraphilias reflect a troubling hier-
archy in medical, social and political discourses between “legitimate” 
desires to transition or modify bodies (those based in identity claims) 
and “illegitimate” desires (those based in sexual desire or sexuality).   
This article secondly and more broadly explores how this hierarchy 
between “identity troubles” and paraphilias is rooted in a sex-negative, 
ableist, and cisnormative society, that makes it extremely difficult for 
activists, individuals, medical professionals, ethicists and anyone else, 
to conceptualize or understand the desires that some people express 
around transforming their bodies—whether the transformation relates 
to sex, gender or ability. We argue that instead of  seeking to “explain” 
these desires in ways that further pathologize the people articulating 
them, we need to challenge the ableism and cisnormativity that require 
explanations for some bodies, subjectivities and desires while leaving 
dominant normative bodies and subjectivities intact.  We thus end the 
article by exploring possibilities for forging connections between trans 
studies and critical disability studies that would open up options for 
listening and responding to the claims of  transabled people.

Keywords: Trans and queer theories; disability studies; body 
modifications; sexual and identity disorders; pathologization, 
transability.
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EXPLORING ABLEISM AND 
CISNORMATIVITY IN THE 
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF IDENTITY AND 
SEXUALITY “DISORDERS”

Introduction

This article1 examines recent work in trans and critical disability studies from a feminist 
and queer perspective to explore how debates about what sometimes gets called AID (Am-
putee Identity Disorder), or BIID (Body Integrity Identity Disorder), highlight the fraught 
relationship between pathologized identity disorders and sexual disorders or paraphilias.  
Both AID and BIID have been used to describe and diagnose non-disabled people (people 
who sometimes identify as transabled) who wish to become disabled through body modi-
fications such as amputation or surgeries that would limit vision or hearing. In this paper, 
we examine debates in medical, scientific, social scientific and ethical fields about how to 
understand BIID.  We argue that these debates reflect many of  the same assumptions and 
discourses that characterize understandings of  GID (Gender Identity Disorder), and that 
an implicit and explicit hierarchy gets established between the “legitimate” identity disor-
ders of  BIID and GID and the “illegitimate” paraphilias of  apotemnophilia (the desire to 
amputate healthy limbs) and autogynephilia (the desire to perceive oneself  as a woman).  
We maintain that in medical and social discourses around GID and BIID, surgery might be 
seen as justifiable in the context of  an “identity disorder”, while people diagnosed with the 
paraphilias of  autogynephilia or apotemnophilia are perceived as deviant or perverse and 
as not having a sufficient or justifiable motive for surgical or medical body modification.2 

We argue that this hierarchy between “identity troubles” and paraphilias is rooted in a 
sex-negative3, ableist4, and cisnormative5 society, that makes it extremely difficult for activ-

1  The authors would like to thank the editors of  this special issue and the two anonymous reviewers 
for their thoughtful and generous feedback. 
2  Although we identify and examine a seeming hierarchy between “justifiable” desires based on 
identity and “illegitimate” or “unjustifiable” desires based on sexuality, it is very important to note that 
many people diagnosed with gender dysphoria still experience profound barriers to obtaining gender 
affirmation surgery, or good medical care at all.  Please see Garner in this issue for a discussion of  these 
barriers.
3  As Gayle Rubin (1984) argues, a sex-negative society, is charaterized both by a fear of  sex as 
dangerous or immoral and by the valorization or acceptance of  only a narrow vision of  sex and sexuality 
that involves, cisgender, heterosexual, monogamous, married, and reproductive sexual relations or practices.  
In sex-negative societies, sex between same-sex partners, public or group sex, sado/masochism and any 
other sexual practice that falls outside of  the heteronorm is portrayed as deviant and threatening.
4  As scholars within the field of  critical disability studies have argued (e.g. Wendell, 1996; Garland-
Thomson, 2002; 2011; Lanoix, 2005; McRuer, 2006; Silvers, 2009; Davis, 2010; Hall, 2011), an ableist society 
is characterized by the cultural, social, political, legal and economic opression of  people with disabilities. 
Ableist socities are structured to privilege the normate body with cultural, political and social insututions 
and norms reflecting that body. People with disabilities face high levels of  violence, marginalization, poverty 
and stigma, often perpetuated by medical institutions.  
5  The term cisnormative is used here to refer to the assumption that it is more “natural” or 
“normal” to keep the body intact than to transition or transform your sex or gender. The term cisnormative 
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ists, individuals, medical professionals, ethicists and anyone else, to conceptualize or un-
derstand the desire that some people express around transforming their bodies—whether 
the transformation relates to sex, gender or ability.  This difficulty is reflected in negative 
reactions—both societal and medical—to transgender, transsexual and transabled people.  
Negative reactions, we argue below, that are particularly strong if  the desire for transfor-
mation is seen as a sexual desire instead of  an “identity desire.” Just as many transgender 
and transsexual people are asked to explain and justify their desire to transition in ways 
that cisgender and cissexuel people are never asked to justify their sex, gender or gender 
presentation, we see in the literature that people who identify as transabled must contend 
with cultures of  compulsory able-bodiedness that assume a normate “able” body is al-
ways preferable and desirable. In both of  these contexts, there are extremely high stakes 
attached to how trans*6 people are diagnosed, pathologized, sexualized and medicalized, 
since these diagnoses will often serve to either justify access to health care and other re-
sources or serve to further marginalize individuals deemed perverse. In response to the 
social, political, medical and cultural context in which body modifications and transforma-
tions get regulated and evaluated, and in the spirit of  feminist and queer theories that aim 
to destabilize dominant norms of  sex, gender, sexuality and embodiment, this article has 
two objectives: first, to examine the ableist and cisnormative assumptions governing the 
debate, and secondly to explore options for discourses and practices that would respect the 
claims of  trans* people.

We divide the article into four main sections.  In the first, we briefly outline the history 
and development of  the “new paraphilia” of  apotemnophilia.  We trace how desires for 
“disabling7” body modifications were first conceptualized as sexual perversions or as para-

is inspired by the terms “cisgender” and “cissexual” which refer to persons who do not change sex and 
gender (non-transgender people and non-transsexual people). According to its Latin etymology and its 
initial use in pure science, the prefix “cis” means that an element remains intact and static, unlike the prefix 
“trans” which means a passage and a transition from one state to another. For an interesting history of  
the concept of  “cis”, see Serrano (2007), Baril (2009b) and Enke (2012a). Cisnormativity, as defined by 
Bauer et al. (2009: 356), thus refers to the oppression experienced by transsexual and transgender people 
in a society that identifies and represents cissexual/cisgender people as dominant, normal and superior. 
Here we expand the term to include the oppression experienced by people who transform their bodies to 
achieve a disability or impairment.
6  In this article, we use the term “trans” to refer to transgender and transsexual people.  We then 
use the term “trans*”  to include other forms of  transtion such as the transitions pursued by people who 
identify as transabled.  This second term therefore can refer to transabled, transgender and transsexual 
people.
7 We use quotation marks around the term “disabling” here to highlight our committment to 
theorizations of  the social model of  disability.  Critical disability studies scholarship in recent decades 
have analyzed two important models for understanding disability.  The first, a medical model, is highly 
individualistic and characterizes disability as a problem that must either be accomodated or “cured”/
rehabilitated (McRuer, 2006). The second social model of  disability, makes important distinctions between 
debility or impairment, the disability caused by the impairment in the context that the person lives, and 
finally, the disability that lies at the intersection of  disability and environment (architectural, material, 
social, cultural, political, etc.) of  people living with disabilities (Wendell, 1989; Garland-Thomson, 2002; 
Lanoix, 2005; Meekosha, 2006; Tremain, 2008; Silvers 2009 Shakespeare, 2010). In the social model, 
it is the environment that creates disability by failing to provide the resources or modifications for the 
full recognition and integration of  people with abilities that don’t fit dominant norms. By using quotes 
around the term disabling, we want to problematize the assumption that certain body modifications create 
disability instead of  impairment.
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philic disorders, and then later seen more commonly as linked to identity disorders (BIID). 
We then briefly introduce the comparisons between BIID/apotemnophilia and GID/au-
togynephilia that are made by both medical professionals and members of  the transabled 
community.  In the second section we examine the debates around causal explanations for 
the desire for sex or gender transitions—debates that have historically pitted a diagnosis 
of  a paraphilia such as autogynephilia against a diagnosis of  an identity disorder (GID).  
We explore the controversial work of  researchers Ray Blanchard (1989; 1991; 1993; 2003; 
2005) and Anne Lawrence (1998; 2003; 2004; 2006; 2007; 2009), along with a few others, 
who have advocated for explaining the desire to transition largely in terms of  paraphilia. 
In this section we consider how these two different diagnoses might create a hierarchy 
between ‘true” and “false” trans people and thus look at the concrete effects of  different 
diagnoses on trans people in terms of  bodily autonomy, respect and access to treatment or 
resources.  Importantly, we explore this debate not to evaluate or determine the “truth” or 
accuracy of  any diagnosis, or of  theories of  autogynephilia or apotemnophilia.  Instead, we 
seek to understand what debates about sexuality and identity disorders demonstrate about 
how cisnormativity shapes the broader society’s response to people who desire some form 
of  transition.

The third section of  the article moves from the discussion of  GID/autogynephilia to a 
discussion of  the controversies around similar debates in the diagnosis of  BIID/apotem-
nophilia.   We ask how sexuality (and the diagnosis of  paraphilia) gets used to both pathol-
ogize and discredit complicated and diverse claims about bodily autonomy/integrity, desire, 
modification and identity.  We explore why identity claims might be given more legitimacy 
and weight (if  and when they are) than claims based in sexual desire, attraction or fantasy.  
There are many implications to the distinctions made between BIID and GID as identity 
disorders, and a diagnosis of  a paraphilic sexual disorder such as autogynephilia or apo-
temnophilia.  We argue again that these divisions can create a hierarchy between “real” and 
“false” desires for surgeries or body modification—the real desire constructed as coming 
from identity claims and the false desire coming from paraphilia (Sullivan, 2008a; 2009).  We 
maintain that some contemporary research contributes to this distinction between real and 
false (even if  researchers like Blanchard and Lawrence disavow this distinction), and also 
participates in the search for the “cause” of  transsexuality and the desire for “disabling” 
body modification—a search that traps this research in a disease-oriented, individualistic 
model and one that leaves cis and normate bodies unexamined.  Debates over discourses 
that both distinguish between real and false claims, and that present trans and transabled 
people as requiring “diagnosis” or “explanation” highlight the importance of  challenging 
both cisnormative and ableist conceptions of  normal bodies, sexualities and identities.  

The fourth and final section of  the paper briefly examines the potential for building 
solidarities between different communities of  people around a commitment to challenging 
the regulation, medicalization and stigmatization of  non-normative bodies and sexualities. 
In this section, we build on work done by trans* and disability scholars to explore the sim-
ilarities between how trans* people and disabled people are often both desexualized and 
hyper-sexualized and how both groups get rendered perverse, deviant or burdensome in 
our transphobic and ableist society.  We pay particular attention to what queer disability 
scholar Robert McRuer (2006) calls the neoliberal imperative for bodies to be “flexible” and 
productive and the way this imperative shapes responses to desires or bodies that fall out-
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side the ableist cis heteronorm (to stay in the “natural” given body).  Arguing that ablesist 
and cisnormative systems of  power are at the root of  the requirement that trans* people 
justify their transitions in terms that are intelligible to medical, political and cultural norms 
but that might be problematic for trans* people themselves, we call for rethinking body 
modification and different forms of  transition in a way that decenters the necessity for an 
explanation based on either pathologized sexuality or identity.  We hope that this decenter-
ing of  the cis, normate body will open up new ways of  understanding and responding to 
the desire for body modification or transition.

1. “Strange” desires: When atypicality is 
pathologized 

1.1. The birth of a new paraphilia: Apotemnophilia 

Perhaps ironically, it is possible to say that the current list of  paraphilias is as long as the 
histories of  psychiatry and sexology from which they emerged.   Throughout the 19th and 
20th centuries, sexologists have counted, classified, analyzed and interpreted various sexual 
practices and preferences characterized as abnormal or strange.  Among them have been 
homosexuality, transvestism, transsexualism and pedophilia, to name some of  the most 
commonly known. While some of  these practices have been increasingly normalized by 
social movements in the past few decades, (arguably homosexuality and transsexuality), 
others have continued to be criminalized and viewed as abnormal (pedophilia).  Apotem-
nophilia (from the Greek: love of  amputation) falls into a third category: a sexual desire 
or practice that has been largely unknown in the broader culture.  Throughout the 19th 
and 20th centuries there was limited research into people who had sexual interest in people 
with disabilities.  Researchers and doctors came to distinguish between abasiophilia (sexual 
attraction to people with mobility impairments) and acrotomophilia (attraction to people 
with amputations—a community now often called “Devotees” in certain sexual subcul-
tures).  Unlike both of  these desires, apotemnophilia became distinguished by the sexual 
desire to become a person with a disability through amputation of  a “healthy” limb, instead 
of  an attraction to disabled people (Elliot, 2000; Smith, 2004; 2009).

Two things have led to increased scientific interest in the small but growing phenome-
non of  people “in good health” that want to transform their bodies into “disabled bodies.” 
The first, in 1977, was a case study published by John Money, a researcher known for his 
work on intersexuality and transsexuality.  The study concerned two men who expressed 
the desire to amputate a limb (Money, Jobaris & Furth, 1977). Money and his colleagues 
believed that there was a strong sexual dimension to the desire for voluntary amputation, 
described this phenomenon as a paraphilia, and named it apotemnophilia. With few excep-
tions (Ryan, 2009; Swindell & St-Lawrence, 2009 for reviews; Bruno, 1997), the phenom-
enon remained in the shadows within the scientific community until the second event: in 
the late 1990s, Dr. Robert Smith performed voluntary amputation surgeries on two men 
with healthy limbs (Smith, 2004; 2009). 
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These two events catalyzed growing interest from physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, 
sexologists, ethicists and social scientists (e.g. Elliot, 2000; Furth & Smith, 2002; Dosanjh 
Kaur, 2004; First, 2004; 2005; Bayne & Levy, 2005; Sullivan, 2005; 2008a; 2008b; 2009; 
Tomasini, 2006; Brang, McGeoch & Vilayanur, 2008; Elliott, 2009; Patronne, 2009; Stirn, 
Thiel & Oddo, 2009; Stryker & Sullivan, 2009).  Increased interest in people desiring this 
form of  bodily modification has sparked debates among researchers, activists and commu-
nity members, and has also led to an increased number of  hypotheses about the cause of  
this “paraphilia” or “disorder.” The Internet has provided a further resource for individu-
als and groups of  people who identify as transabled, or as having BIID, allowing them to 
share information and to increasingly start making their own arguments about their desire 
for body modification. Websites like BIID-Info.org, biid.org and transabled.org8 contain 
discussions and debates about the categorization of  this desire as a paraphilia and raise 
questions about the process by which some desires and bodies get pathologized. 

1.2. Apotemnophilia:  Between paraphilia and “identity” 

trouble 

The stakes of  the debate about whether or not someone has a paraphilia or an identity 
disorder are high considering how people whose desires, practices, lives and experiences 
differ from the dominant norm are both pathologized and sexualized.  Queer scholars have 
long pointed to the ways in which people outside of  the heteronorm are represented as per-
verse, threatening and hypersexual, and queer scholar Jasbir Puar has recently traced how 
constructions of  the Muslim “terrorist” depend on queering those terrorist subjectivities—
often through processes that specifically queer racialized masculinity by portraying it as per-
verse, effeminate or excessive (Puar 2007). It is against the backdrop of  the marginalization 
of  people with non-normative sexual desires or preferences, then, that a small but growing 
transabled community, and individuals who desire “disabling” body modifications (who 
may or may not identify as transabled) began challenging the assumption that desire for 
these body modifications are primarily driven by sexual desires/paraphilia (Gheen, 2009).  
Some scholars support these questions; Furth & Smith (2002) put forward the hypothesis 
that the desire for a “debilitating” body modification might come from an identity disorder 
only slightly, or not at all, related to sexuality.  This disorder was initially termed by Furth 
& Smith (2002) as Amputee Identity Disorder/AID but was reconceived by Michael First 
(2004; 2005; 2009) as Body Integrity Identity Disorder (BIID).   First (2004) conducted the 
first quantitative study of  52 subjects who experienced what came to be described as BIID.  
Like Furth & Smith (2002), First (2004) argued that although there was sometimes a sexual 
component to the desire for amputation (it was the primary motivation for 15% of  the 
research subjects), the majority of  individuals in the study (73%) expressed their primary 
desire for amputation in terms of  identity, “[…] to match their body to their identity […]” 
(First, 2004, p. 8).   First’s research supports discussions and comments about transabled 
identities found on blogs and websites devoted to BIID.

8  Some of  these sites were no longer active as we were revising this article.  We have retained the 
references, however, since they provided important data for our research at the time of  writing and were 
influential in debates about BIID. 
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The most extensive website on the subject of  BIID (BIID-Info.org), maintains that 
there is a clear distinction between apotemnophilia (the sexual desire to become a person 
with a disability) and BIID.  In the “Frequently Asked Questions” section of  the site, this 
response is posted to the question “Is BIID a sexual fetish?”9:

No, Body Integrity Identity Disorder is not a sexual fetish.

The majority of  people who have BIID talk about a difference in body image, or 
self-perception, where sexuality does not come into play, or comes in minimally, 
as part of  being a healthy, “normal” adult.

While some people have a primary sexual interest in acquiring an impairment, that 
is a different condition called Apotemnophilia, which John Money introduced as 
a paraphilia in the late 1970’s.

Above we see that the site references John Money and his research collaborators, and in 
other places further argues that in the 1970s, their research confused BIID and apotemno-
philia. In response to the question “What is BIID?” the site offers the following response: 

Body Integrity Identity Disorder, or BIID, is a condition characterised by an 
overwhelming need to align one’s physical body with one’s body image. This body 
image includes an impairment (some say disability), most often an amputation 
of  one or more limbs, or paralysis, deafness, blindness, or other conditions. In 
other words, people suffering from BIID don’t feel complete unless they become 
amputees, paraplegic, deaf, blind or have other “disabling” conditions.

The term Body Integrity Identity Disorder was proposed by Dr. First in 2000, to 
replace the inadequate apotemnophilia [our emphasis]. Dr. First devised the term with 
a focus on people requiring amputations, but has stated that the definition should 
probably be expanded.

The term Amputee Identity Disorder, suggested by Furth and Smith was a 
precursor of  the term Body Integrity Identity Disorder, although the later is more 
accurate and representative of  the condition.

Most people who have BIID report memories related to the condition going back 
to early childhood, often before the age of  510.

As Richardson (2010) notes, there was a significant paradigm shift in discourses sur-
rounding transabled people at the turn of  the millennium as discourses moved from a 
primary focus on sexuality to a focus on identity—and particularly to the idea of  “identity 

9  BIID-Info (2012). «Is BIID a sexual fetish?», Consulted February 16, Online : http://biid-info.
org/Is_BIID_a_sexual_fetish%3F. The website BIID.org puts forward a similar answer.
10 BIID Info (2012). «What is BIID?», Consulted February 16, Online :http://biid-info.org/What_
is_BIID%3F.
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trouble” (p. 201-203).  The shift has occurred not only within the transabled community 
and amongst people who identify as having BIID, but also within the medical and psychiat-
ric community as the diagnosis of  apotemnophilia has been both critiqued and now largely 
replaced by the diagnosis of  BIID within scientific literature on the subject, even though 
BIID has not been formally included in the DSM-5 (First, 2004; 2009, p. 54)11. 

As a result of  this shift, essentialist discourses putting forward biological or social/envi-
ronmental arguments have arisen around BIID, insisting that each person has a fundamen-
tal identity that needs to correspond with their corporality12. We see this kind of  argument 
being made by Gregg, a transabled man quoted in a BBC report on BIID done in 2000.  He 
explains that, “For me to have been born without my lower right leg would have been more 
the perfect theme of  what I see my body as. It, it’s almost I could say almost a deformity. 
It’s, it’s a wrongness, it’s not a part of  who I am” (our emphasis).  A similar argument is made 
by Robert Vickers in a report by ABC Television (2009) who maintains that his leg is not 
his own. The title of  the documentary, Whole, by Melody Gilbert (2003), also reflects the 
complex themes that characterize identity-based discourses: that transabled people must 
modify their bodies or bodily functions (limbs, hearing, sight, etc.) in order to feel at home 
and complete (“whole”) within themselves. 

The aphorism, “to be born/in the wrong body,” long explored by the transgender and 
transsexual movement,13 also reflects this conception of  identity currently used in the trans-
abled community (Sullivan, 2008b), and there are a growing number of  comparisons be-
ing made between BIID and GID (Gender Identity Disorder) by transabled people on 
websites such transabled.org (Marie, 2007) and in the medical literature (Furth & Smith; 
2002; Gheen, 2009; Stirn, Thiel & Oddo, 2009; BIID-Info, 201214). Recently, queer and 
trans studies scholars have also drawn parallels between BIID and GID when comparing 
different types of  bodily modification, such as “sex reassignment surgery”,15 amputations 
and cosmetic surgeries as part of  a project of  nuancing and challenging representations of  
BIID as “extreme” or “crazy” body modification (e.g. Stryker & Sullivan, 2009; Sullivan, 
2004; 2005; 2008a; 2009). In fact, the majority of  the literature considering BIID since 2000 

11  In 2012 the APA website indicated that BIID was under review to be included in the DSM-
5.  The website said, “There are a number of  conditions that are being recommended for addition to 
DSM-5 by outside sources, such as mental health advocacy groups, that are still under consideration by 
the work groups. The following conditions are considered “under review,” and work groups will make a 
recommendation about their inclusion after further assessing the evidence”. BIID is listed under “following 
conditions.” For details, see: http://www.dsm5.org/proposedrevision/Pages/Conditions-Proposed-by-
Outside-Sources.aspx. However, BIID was not included as an official diagnosis in the DSM-5 (APA 2013).  
Instead it was included in an appendix refering to disorders that require further research before inclusion 
or exclusion in upcoming editions.  BIID is mentioned twice, however, once in the relation to gender 
dysphoria and once under difficulties qualified as Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD).
12  Elliot (2000) and Clervoy (2009) address the construction of  this discourse in the transabled 
community.  
13  See especially: Halberstam (1998, p. 143-173), Rubin (2003, p. 149-156), Green (2006) and Sullivan 
(2008b).
14  See http://biid-info.org/Transabled_Vs._Transsexual. 
15  There have been extensive critiques of  the medical terms “sex reassignment surgery” and many 
people prefer the terms “gender affirmation surgery.”  In this paper we use the terms sex reassignment 
surgery when we are referring to medical discourse as part of  our critique of  the pathologizing and 
reductionist impact of  different medical terms or concepts.  
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makes more or less direct comparisons between these two phenomena (BIID and GID), 
and speculates on their differences and similarities (e.g. Blanchard, 2003; Elliot, 2000; Law-
rence, 2003; 2006; 2009; First, 2004; 2005; 2009; Clervoy, 2009; Nieder & Richter-Appelt, 
2009; Roth, 2009; Dua, 2010). Smith (2004), who distinguishes sharply between apotem-
nophilia and BIID, goes as far as speculating that BIID “appears to be very similar in de-
velopment, progress and response to treatment as GID and could possibly be included in 
the same diagnostic category” (p. 29). First (2004) shares this perspective:

For the small group of  study subjects for whom sexual arousal is the primary 
motivation (15%), the diagnosis of  apotemnophilia is appropriate (DSM-IV-TR 
paraphilia not other- wise specified). However, for the majority (73 %) for whom 
the primary goal of  amputation is to match their body to their identity, no DSM- 
IV-TR diagnosis even remotely fits. The diagnostic category that most resembles 
the phenomenology of  this condition is Gender Identity Disorder (GID), with 
which it shares several key features. In both conditions, the individual reports 
feeling uncomfortable with an aspect of  his or her anatomical identity (gender in 
GID, presence of  all limbs in this condition) with an internal sense of  the desired 
identity (to be the other sex in GID, to be an amputee in this condition) (p. 8).

First’s research highlights the fact that, for many reasons, the diagnosis of  apotemno-
philia does not accurately respond to the realities and discourses of  transabled people or 
people who identify as having BIID.  This nosological category (apotemnophilia) remains 
an entry in the DSM-IV-TR and now the recent DSM-5, while the category of  BIID was 
not included (see footnote 11). Below, we argue that these debates are expanding concep-
tions of  “trans” bodies and identities to include emerging conceptions of  “transabled” 
people who are transitioning, or seeking to transition, between “able” and “disabled” bod-
ies. Importantly, divergent theories of  whether or not the desire for voluntary amputation 
belongs to a “paraphilia” or an “identity disorder” echo similar debates between research-
ers who view transsexuality as a phenomenon of  identity, and researchers who argue that 
there is an aspect of  paraphilia to many gender or sex transitions.  

2. Debates surrounding transformations of sex and 
gender 

2.1. GID vs. autogynephilia:  Competing histories, com-

peting diagnoses 

Debates surrounding the diagnosis of  GID are diverse and contested (Cohen-Kettenis 
& Gooren, 1999; Lev, 2005). Perspectives vary from conservative positions committed to 
preserving it as a nosological category (e.g. Mercader, 1994; Zucker & Bradley, 1995; Bret-
on & Cordier, 1996; Chiland, 1997; Cordier, Chiland & Gallarda, 2001; Michel & Pédiniel-
li, 2005), to reformist perspectives advocating a pragmatic balance between retaining the 
category to increase access to expensive treatment and lessening the stigma surrounding 
a diagnosis of  GID (e.g. Winter, 2006; Coleman, 2009a; 2009b; Drescher, 2010; WPATH, 
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2011), to abolitionists who advocate for eliminating gender transitions from psychiatric cat-
egories altogether (e.g. Burke, 1996; Isay, 1997; Wilchins, 2004; Hale, 2007).  These debates 
highlight the many different reasons for retention, reform or eradication of  the diagnosis—
reasons such as access to healthcare and psychological services, the impact of  a diagnosis 
on trans people’s lives, and the complex relationship between pathology and stigma. For the 
purposes of  this article, however, we focus on the controversy surrounding the links made 
between trans subjectivities, and paraphilias or sexual “disorders.”

Controversies surrounding the connections between gender identity and sexual orienta-
tion/sexuality are not new.  By the 1910s and 1920s, Hirshfield (1910/1991) had already 
distinguished between homosexuality and transsexualism while Benjamin (1966) further 
distinguished between transvestism and transsexuality.  This research laid the foundation 
for Freund who, in the 1980s, maintained that there were two different groups of  transsex-
ual women (male to female) based on their gender assigned at birth and sexual orientation: 
homosexual and heterosexual (Freund, Steiner & Chan, 1982). Ray Blanchard, mentored by 
Freund, continued this research into categorizing trans people and explained that he, “be-
gan [his] research by defining and labeling the same groups of  male-to-female transsexuals 
identified by Hirschfeld: homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual, and asexual (i.e., transsexuals 
attracted to men, women, both, or neither, respectively)” (2005, p. 443). In 1989, Blanchard 
published research arguing that there were two types of  transsexuals.  Using this typolo-
gy, he developed the concept of  autogynephilia (someone who is sexually excited by the 
perception of  themselves as a woman) to describe non-homosexual transsexual women 
(i.e. those who are not sexually attracted to men) (1989; 1991; 1993; 2005).  According to 
Blanchard, many trans women belong to this group of  autogynephiles and he therefore 
concluded that there was an aspect of  paraphilia to many transitions. Blanchard also be-
lieved that many autogynephilic transsexuals refuse to recognize the sexual dimensions of  
their desire to transition, despite the fact that this condition characterizes the majority of  
sex changes from his point of  view.

By the late 1990s, researcher Anne Lawrence—identifying herself  as a transsexual auto-
gynephile, revived work on Blanchard’s typologies in an attempt to further validate them 
(Lawrence, 1998; 2004; 2005; 2007; 2008; 2011). In spite of  her methodological critique of  
Blanchard’s work, Lawrence supported his theory of  autogynephilia. Bailey followed this 
work with his book, The Man Who Would Be Queen: The Science of  Gender-Bending and Transsex-
ualism, in 2003 and ignited new controversy surrounding Lawrence and Blanchard’s work 
and around the diagnosis of  autogynephilia (Bailey & Triea, 2007; Blanchard, 2008; Dreger, 
2008; Serano, 2008; Zucker, 2008; Drescher, 2010). Discussion about changes to the newest 
edition of  the DSM (DSM-5) revived old debates within the scientific community, as well 
as with (and within) communities affected by the nosographic categories established by this 
reference book.  

The scientific community has critiqued the theorization and categorization of  autogyne-
philia on both methodological and theoretical grounds (O’Keefe, 2007; Moser, 2009; 2010).  
Trans and broader LGBQ communities have also criticized the theory for being transpho-
bic, sexist, heteronormative and cisnormative (Allisson, 1998; James, 2004; Conway, 2006; 
2008; Serano, 2007; 2008). 
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2.2. The impact of controversies surrounding GID and 

autogynephilia

Despite the critiques and controversies surrounding the notion of  autogynephilia, how-
ever, Blanchard’s influence can be seen throughout medical and psychiatric conceptual-
izations of  trans identities and realities. In fact, although the reference to GID in the 
DSM-IV-TR doesn’t mention autogynephilia, both autogynephilia and autoandrophilia 
(the sexual desire of  a cissexual woman to perceive herself  as a man) are categorized as 
paraphilias (APA, 2000).  In addition, references to sexual orientation are present in the 
diagnosis of  GID, echoing the distinctions historically established by Benjamin, Freund 
and Blanchard in their theory of  autogynephilia. 

Revisions made to the GID diagnosis proposed by the “Sexual and Gender Identity Dis-
orders Work Group” for the DSM-5 are major and indicate a distancing from Blanchard’s 
ideas. The revisions included changing the appellation GID (Gender Identity Disorder) 
to “Gender Dysphoria (in Adolescents or Adults),” and also abandoning any reference to 
sexual orientation16. Blanchard’s presence in the “Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders 
Work Group” (Zucker, 2010), however, suggests that his theoretical framework regarding 
autogynephilia had influence on the DSM-5; this was particularly in relation to the category 
of  “transvestic disorder” which had the additional specifiers of  “with fetishism” and “with 
autogynephilia” (APA, 2013, p. 702). Importantly, the DSM-5 also includes attempts to 
depathologize conceptualizations of  paraphilias by contextualizing them as disorders only 
if  they cause distress or difficulties for the individual, or harm to others.  In other words, 
there could be a more robust distinction made between a “healthy” nonnormative sexual 
attraction and an “unhealthy” sexual attraction (one that causes distress or harm).  How-
ever, it’s important to note, from a feminist and queer perspective, that sexualities labeled 
as paraphilic disorders are overwhelmingly those that don’t conform to dominant sexu-
al norms (Caplan, 1995; Wilkerson, 1998; Butler, 2004; Wilchins, 2004; Halperin, 2007).  
We argue that depathologizing a variety of  sexual practices requires a less individualistic 
approach than that of  individual diagnosis and also requires a structural analysis of  the 
systems of  oppression that create distress and difficulty for people with atypical sexualities 
or desires. 

According to Blanchard, Bailey and Lawrence, the sexuality-based theory of  autogyne-
philia strives to provide an alternative to discourses based on gender identity that prevail 
in both scientific and activist communities (Bailey & Triea, 2007, p. 531).  All three authors 
are convinced that sexuality is central to many transitions but they also argue that a sex-
uality-based explanation of  the desire to transition should not supplant an identity-based 
one but instead that the two explanations are possible. Despite this assertion and their 
insistence that one kind of  claim shouldn’t be seen as more legitimate than another, all 
three seem to fall into the very trap they denounce—at many points their research seems to 

16  See the APA’s site concerning the revisions to the 5th edition of  the DSM : http://www.dsm5.
org/ProposedRevision/Pages/proposedrevision.aspx?rid=482.
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support replacing one monolithic discourse (identity) with another (pathological sexuality).

The stakes of  these arguments, and their implications for trans people seeking medical 
treatment or intervention, are fraught.  Blanchard, Bailey and Lawrence are all accused of  
implicitly reintroducing a form of  the historical distinction between primary and secondary 
transsexuality, a distinction used by the medical profession to either legitimize or deny sex 
reassignment surgery.17  In response, Lawrence (1998) argued that this typology of  trans 
identities was not intended to create a distinction between “true” and “false” transsexuals:

It would be a mistake to conclude that if  autogynephilic transsexuality [MTF 
attracted to women] is in large part about sexual desire, then it is somehow 
suspect, or is less legitimate than homosexual transsexuality [MTF attracted to 
men]. Although the focus of  this essay is not on homosexual transsexuality per se, 
I do want to say enough about it to dispel any mistaken notions that homosexual 
transsexuals are the “real” transsexuals, or that their motivations are exclusively 
non-sexual. Neither is true. By definition, transsexuals are those who undergo 
sex reassignment as a treatment for gender dysphoria. The gender dysphoria 
of  autogynephilic transsexuals is every bit as real as that of  their homosexual 
counterparts. And it matters not a whit if  that dysphoria stems in whole or in 
part from an inability to achieve sexual satisfaction in one’s existing body or role. 
Autogynephilic transsexuals have just as much claim to being “real” transsexuals 
as their homosexual sisters. 

Here Lawrence highlights the argument that gender dysphoria can stem from multiple 
causes and later she again insists that her theory of  autogynephilic transsexuality is simply 
an alternative explanation of  the desire to transition and should never be used to deny sur-
gery or other treatment (Lawrence, 2004).

Despite the attempts of  these authors, and specifically Blanchard and Lawrence, to dis-
pel any notion of  a hierarchy of  legitimacy, it is important to consider both the historical 
context for this hierarchy, and the social, political and medical cultures that govern our un-
derstanding of  sexuality and identity claims.  In particular, we need to ask what kind of  pos-
sibilities or foreclosures this theory creates for trans people, and how it contributes to or 
diminishes the regulation, pathologization and stigmatization of  trans people. As Lawrence 
herself  acknowledges, (1998, 2004, 2006) distinctions between “true” and “false” trans-
sexuals still persist in medical and popular discourses, and these perceptions have concrete 
effects on the types of  services and support trans people have access to. If, as Serano argues 
(2007, p. 131-132), theories of  autogynephilia extend the differentiation between primary 
and secondary transsexuality, this theory can have hugely negative impacts on health care 
access for some trans people18.  Serano similarly highlights the power/knowledge dynamics 
behind competing “explanatory” theories and argues that although a majority of  transsex-

17  This problematic distinction refers to the view that primary transsexuals (often seen as “true” 
transsexuals) are those who desire sex reassignment early in childhood and that secondary transsexuals 
(often represented as “false”) are those individuals who transition later in life.
18  Sullivan (2008a) highlights similar issues of  concern around medicalized hierarchies established in 
the categorization of  transabled people.  
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uals do not identify with the autogynephilic theories put forward by Blanchard, Lawrence 
and Bailey, these “expert researchers” continue to be given more credibility in the public 
eye than trans individuals, activists or communities (Serano, 2008, p. 493-494). Serano 
highlights these issues in her critique of  Bailey’s work (Serano, 2008, p. 492): 

Those of  us who reject causal theories of  autogynephilia typically do so, not because 
we believe that we are ‘‘women trapped in men’s bodies,’’ or that sexuality plays 
no role in our explorations of  gender, but because such theories naively conflate 
sexual orientation with gender expression, gender identity, and sex embodiment 
in a way that contradicts our personal life experiences and that is inconsistent 
with the vast diversity of  trans women that exist. In fact, most trans critiques of  
autogynephilia center on the fact that this scien- tifically unsubstantiated theory 
forces all trans women into one of  two rigid categories, nonconsensually defines 
us in ways that contradict our own personal sense of  selves, mistakes correlation 
for causation, handwaves away nonpathological alternative models that better 
explain the data, unnecessarily sexualizes and delegitimizes our identities, and has 
the potential to jeopardize our access to sex reassignment and our social and legal 
status as women (e.g., Barnes, 2001; Johnson, 2001; Roughgarden, 2004; Serano, 
2007; Wyndzen, 2004). 

Serano’s argument highlights the dangers of  any monolithic theory, as well as the com-
plex ways in which medical or expert narratives often reduce complex experiences, subjec-
tivities, identities and diversities into rigid diagnoses or categories. Although we think that 
it is important to explore and discuss theories likes the ones Blanchard develops, we agree 
with Serano’s analysis and critique. We would also challenge “expert” language that implies 
that trans people don’t understand, or lie about the “real” reasons for their transitions. Bai-
ley & Triea (2007) write for example, “We believe, however, that in this domain, as in oth-
ers, people’s own narratives do not always correspond to the true reasons for their choices 
and behaviors” (p.527).  This formulation not only discredits the voices and experiences 
of  trans people, it also fails to fully account for the many transphobic and cisnormative so-
cial, political, cultural financial and medical discourses that trans people must negotiate in 
describing and advocating for their own realities. Blanchard, Lawrence and Bailey all argue 
that autogynephilic transsexuals might misrepresent the reasons for their transitions be-
cause they are afraid of  their claims being rejected, or because they’ve been taught to think 
that sexuality-based reasons for transition are perverse or less legitimate.  But they do not 
then take this insight further to acknowledge the possibility that sex-negative, transphobic 
and cisnormative societies don’t simply constrain possible explanations in one direction 
(i.e.. in suppressing sexuality claims and focusing on narrowly defined, identity-based ones) 
but in many different directions.  As Serano argues above, even if  we are to consider 
both identity and sexuality based explanations for transitions, that still can’t account for 
the complexities of  diverse trans sexualities, identities, subjectivities, desires, experiences, 
and forms of  gender expression and nonconformity. Although Blanchard and Lawrence’s 
theories of  autogynephilia could be seen as potentially legitimizing non-identity based ex-
planations for transitions, we believe that they are still rooted in pathological conceptions 
of  sexuality and that they simplify the complexities that Serrano points to. Blanchard and 
Lawrence’s perspective, as we discuss more below, also doesn’t challenge the cisnormative 
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imperative to explain the desire to transition or to identity as trans*—an explanation that is 
never required of  cis people.

The literature evaluating and contesting theories of  autogynephilia is extensive and 
well-established, and this article clearly does not seek to evaluate the legitimacy or truth of  
these theories.  We are interested instead in examining what the parameters of  the debates 
surrounding different “explanations” for transitions reveal about hierarchies between sexu-
ality and identity claims, and about how (in the case of  “disabling” body modifications and 
transabled identities) feminist, queer and trans studies might engage with critical disability 
studies to understand how cisnormative and ableist assumptions interlock to govern these 
claims.  To further this exploration, we now turn to a discussion of  the paraphilias asso-
ciated with transabled people and BIID, where some of  the principle protagonists in the 
debates are once again Blanchard and Lawrence.

3. Debating “disabling” bodily transformations 

3.1. BIID vs. apotemnophilia:  Controversies and 

comparisons 

As we argued above, debates about apotemnophilia/BIID echo those relating to autogy-
nephilia/GID.  In both cases, a small number of  researchers link the desire to transition to 
theories of  paraphilia, a medical and sexological term referring to “abnormal” “unusual” 
or “atypical” sexual desires.  A larger number see identity disorders or “identity trouble” as 
the cause.  Here again, Blanchard and Lawrence have argued that a large number of  people 
requesting “disabling” body modifications do so due to a paraphilia.  In response to peo-
ple who identify as having BIID or as being transabled, both Blanchard (2003; 2008) and 
Lawrence (2003; 2006, p. 272; 2009) have maintained that many apotemnophilic people lie 
(unconsciously or consciously) about the sexual dimension of  their desire to modify their 
bodies in an attempt to get access to surgery, acceptance or medical treatment.  Blanchard 
(2008, p. 437) explains that,

I made this point in a lecture on the parallels between gender identity disorder 
(GID) and body integrity identity disorder (BIID), a condition characterized by 
the feeling that one’s proper phenotype is that of  an amputee, together with the 
desire for surgery to achieve this. Most, but not all, persons with BIID report 
some history of  erotic arousal in association with thoughts of  being an amputee 
(apotemnophilia). In discussing the taxonomic problems common to the study 
of  GID and BIID, I noted the following: There are some nonhomosexual male-
to-female transsexuals [attracted to women or autogynephilic in that typology] 
who state that they were never erotically aroused by cross-dressing or cross-gender 
fantasy. Similarly, there are some persons with BIID who claim that they were never 
erotically aroused by the idea of  being amputees. I’ve published two studies that 
suggest at least some transsexuals who deny autogynephilic arousal are consciously 
or unconsciously distorting their histories. 
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Blanchard and Lawrence aren’t the only researchers who adhere to theories of  apotem-
nophilia—some of  the articles in Stirn, Thiel & Oddo (2009), Bruno (1997) Braam, Visser 
& Cath (2006) and formerly Money, Jobaris & Furth (1977), Money & Simcoe (1986) and 
Money (1991), all support the idea that the desire for a “disabling” body modification is 
linked to a paraphilia.  Explanations for the origin of  the paraphilia vary, however.  While 
Money et al., Lawrence and Blanchard all focus on the sexual component of  apotemno-
philia; Bruno (1997) argues that acromotophilic (attraction to people with amputations) 
and apotemnophilic individuals express emotional or psychological distress through sexual-
ity or sexual desire.  Bruno maintains that these individuals have often experienced emo-
tional deprivation or trauma in childhood that has led them to believe that the only way to 
get love and attention is through the acquisition of  a disability.  For Bruno, then, treatment 
should be focused on resolving these psychological disorders.  In contrast, Lawrence and 
Blanchard stress the possibility of  an “erotic target location error.”  Lawrence explains this 
distinction (Lawrence, 2006: 269):

When a person’s preferred erotic target is amputees, uncomplicated attraction 
to that erotic target is called acrotomophilia. Some acrotomophilic men who 
experience erotic target location errors for their preferred erotic target might be 
sexually aroused by temporarily presenting themselves as amputees; this would 
manifest as pretending. Other acrotomophilic men who experience erotic target 
locations errors for their preferred erotic target might be sexually aroused by 
the idea of  changing their bodies to become amputees themselves; this would 
manifest as apotemnophilia.

The connections between the desire for “disabling” body modifications and sexual para-
philias have not been confirmed, and debates within scientific and nonscientific commu-
nities are still fairly new.  As we discussed at the beginning of  the paper, First’s preliminary 
research on BIID contradicts research that identifies apotemnophilia as a primary cause of  
the desire for body modification in these cases.  As with our discussion of  autogynephilia/
GID, the social, political and cultural context for people advocating for body modification 
or treatment is also directly impacted by preconceptions of  who might be “true” or “false” 
in their account of  their desire for transition.  In addition to again considering how sexuali-
ty and identity claims are evaluated in the case of  apotemnophilia/BIID, we simultaneous-
ly must pay attention to how ableist and sex-negative assumptions about the undesirability 
of  “disabled” bodies—both sexually and otherwise—shape responses to this issue. 

In sex-negative, ableist societies, the relationship between people with disabilities and 
sexuality are conceptualized and regulated in contradictory ways—at times people with 
disabilities are represented as asexual, (or are coerced into asexuality by institutions that 
restrict their sexual freedoms and practices) at other times they are subject to surveillance 
or representation as erotic/exotic “freaks.” Eli Clare (2009) demonstrates how our very 
conceptions of  sexual and gendered identities are based on compulsory able-bodiedness. 
Clare argues that codes of  masculinity and femininity require the implementation of  cer-
tain body movements, postures, and forms of  expression that are sometimes difficult to 
negotiate for people with some impairments.  In these cases, people who fail to embody 
the ableist norms of  gender or sex are degendered and desexualized by the dominant cul-
ture. Clare explains that (2009: 130),
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[…] disabled people find no trace of  our sexualities in that world. We are genderless, 
asexual undesirables. This is not an exaggeration. Think first about gender and 
how perceptions of  gender are shaped. To be female and disabled is to be seen as 
not quite a woman; to be male and disabled, as not quite a man. The mannerisms 
that help define gender—the ways in which people walk, swing their hips, gesture 
with their hands, move their mouths and eyes as they talk, take up space with their 
bodies—are all based upon how nondisabled people move. A woman who walks 
with crutches does not walk like a “woman”; a man who uses a wheelchair and a 
ventilator does not move like a “man.” The construction of  gender depends not 
only upon the male body and female body, but also upon the nondisabled body.

This is also the case for transsexual and transgender people, who are often seen as sex-
ual aberrations, monstrosities, asexual, or as exotic and hypersexual (Serano, 2007). And 
if  ableism interlocks with dominant gender norms to degender and desexualize people 
with disabilities in some ways, (Wendell, 1989: 113; Garland-Thomson, 2002; Meekosha, 
2006: 169-170), it also reinforces dominant cisgender and sexuality stereotypes on the bod-
ies of  people with disabilities in other ways.  Clare (2009: 121), for example, examines the 
frequent and spurious associations made between disability and passivity and Meekosha 
(2006: 169-170) and Garland-Thomson (2002: 17), explore how passivity is frequently read 
onto women with disabilities in particular. As many scholars in the field of  critical disability 
studies have argued, people with disabilities, and those who find disabled people desirable, 
are subject to intense (and often pathologizing) scrutiny and surveillance (Wilkerson, 2002; 
Solvang, 2007, Ilse, 2009; Harmon, 2012; Kafer, 2012; McRuer and Mollow, 2012).  This 
scrutiny largely flows from the ableist assumption that only able bodies are desirable and 
that people who are attracted to disabled people might be perverse or deviant themselves.  
It is in this context of  both ableism and transphobia that people who desire to transform 
or modify their bodies must somehow justify or explain this desire.

3.2. The impact of the controversies surrounding BIID 

and apotemnophilia

Historically, connections between sexuality and transsexuality (particularly in discussions 
about paraphilias) were used to justify refusing medical treatment for trans people (Stone, 
1991; Cromwell, 1999; Meyerowitz, 2002; Reucher, 2005; Sullivan, 2008b; Macé, 2010).  
According to trans activists, bloggers, authors, and trans individuals, this dynamic is still 
present in contemporary gender identity disorder clinics where people are refused medical 
treatment or put through a slower process of  evaluation if  they report a sexual dimension 
to their desire to transition. Although there are many fewer examples of  transabled people 
reporting this treatment by medical professionals (since there are currently fewer people 
approaching medical professionals for “disabling” body modifications), there is evidence 
that similar problems are arising and will continue to confront transabled people.  Smith 
(2004, 2009), the only doctor known to date to have performed amputations for transabled 
patients, rejects the idea of  providing surgeries for apotemnophilic patients (who are seen 
as requesting surgery for reasons related to sexual desire/paraphilia) and only supports sur-
geries for patients with BIID (who are seen as making the request based on an account of  
their identity).  Similarly, the two psychiatrists who conducted assessments of  patients for 
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a BBC report maintained that sexuality should not be the motivation for a transition and 
indicated that it would eliminate the small chance that someone would be considered for 
voluntary amputation.  Dr. Reid explains that, “When I met Gregg [the transabled patient] 
it was very clear that he was very sane and there was absolutely no question that he was thought 
disordered in any way or mentally ill or sexually bizarre” (BBC, 2000, p. 3-4, our emphasis). The 
other psychiatrist, Dr. Richard Fox, seems to share a similar perspective as he asks Corinne 
(another candidate for surgery) intrusive questions about her sexual life and fantasies to 
ensure that sexual desire is not a factor in her request (BBC, 2000, p. 7). 

Despite the dangers for trans* people, Lawrence and Blanchard persist in forwarding 
theories of  autogynephilia and apotemnophilia and argue that it is important to highlight 
the ways in which both trans* communities and the broader society seem to accept the 
argument that transitions are more palatable if  they are justified through identity-based 
arguments.  We end our discussion of  Blanchard and Lawrence by stressing two key argu-
ments.  First, we maintain that Blanchard and Lawrence have added an important dimen-
sion to understanding the connections between sexuality and the desire for some forms of  
transition.  Lawrence especially emphasizes the many factors that might lead trans* people 
to downplay or remain silent about sexual motivations for transition.  She also insists, 
against doctors who are suspicious of  sexual motives, that paraphilias are no less legiti-
mate a motivation for transition than identity disorders.  Secondly, however, we argue that 
while Blanchard and Lawrence’s research could contribute to productive discussions about 
why sexuality claims are seen as illegitimate and “false” in comparison to identity claims, 
their insistence on pathologizing sexual desires as paraphilias is deeply problematic.  Their 
research not only further stigmatizes an already marginalized group, but it also persists 
in creating disease-based and individualistic explanations for transitions that shut down, 
rather than encourage, nuanced discussions of  the complex interactions between sexuality, 
identity, embodiment and subjectivity.

4. Potential solidarities? 

Work in the field of  disability studies encourages and supports nuanced discussions of  
processes of  medicalization, pathologization and stigma.  In this final section of  the paper, 
we call for rethinking body modification and different forms of  transition in a way that 
decenters the necessity for an explanation based on either pathologized sexuality or identity. 
We argue here that ableist and cisnormative systems of  discourse and power are at the or-
igin of  the need to justify sex or ability transitions to medical/psychiatric institutions and 
to provide simplistic reasons and explanations on the basis of  either sexuality or identity.  
We hope that highlighting how ableism and cisnormativity shape our conceptions of  both 
sexuality and identity opens ways to imagine the possibility of  body modifications pursued 
for diverse and and overlapping “legitimate” reasons—some of  them possibility rooted in 
individuals’ understanding of  their identity and/or sexuality. By challenging the necessity 
for a medicalized “explanation” we could challenge both the characterization of  some sex-
ual desires or orientations as “perverse” and examine the ways that psychiatric discourses 
often marginalize certain experiences by sexualizing them. 
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Here, the possibilities and challenges of  forging solidarities between queer, disabled and 
transabled activists and communities are raised. On the one hand, LGBTQ communities 
and disabled communities have fought long battles to make their sexualities and sexual lives 
visible and possible.  People with disabilities and queer and trans* people share experiences 
of  having their bodies and desires represented as freakish, perverse, undesirable, disruptive, 
threatening or “un(re)productive.” (McRuer & Mollow, 2012; Serano, 2007). These shared 
experiences make connections and solidarities seem possible and nourishing for both 
scholars and activists.  On the other hand, people with disabilities might be understandably 
wary of  allying themselves with communities of  people who could be perceived to be ob-
jectifying, fetishizing, or exploiting people with disabilities.  As Alison Kafer (2012, p. 335) 
writes in her nuanced consideration of  devoteeism, “the rhetoric of  devoteeism relies as 
heavily on disgust for disabled bodies as it does desire.  Devotees typically define themselves 
not simply as people sexually attracted to amputees but as the only people sexually attracted 
to amputees.”  Kafer is concerned about the ways in which devoteeism reinforces ableist 
representations of  disability as inherently unsexy (except to an exceptional few devotees), 
but she also challenges the “eww” response that conversations about devoteeism inspire—
arguing that this response assumes that anyone attracted to amputees must be perverted 
or “crazy.”  Finally, Kafer’s work reminds us that any discussion of  sexuality and desire for 
“disabling” body modifications or people with disabilities must not disregard the material 
impact of  ableism on the lives of  people with disabilities. 

People from both transgender/transsexual and transabled communities might also raise 
concerns about the effects of  conflating or superficially comparing the experiences of  
very diverse individuals and groups of  people.  There has been a long tradition of  struggle 
within the trans movement to affirm the specific realities of  transsexual and transgender 
people and not conflate them with LGBQ people (Califia, 1997; Cromwell, 1999; Valen-
tine, 2007; Stryker, 2008; Baril, 2009b). Many transsexual people have ardently defended 
the distinction between gender identity and sexual orientation, and have sometimes sought 
to disassociate themselves from both the LGBQ movement, and other forms of  trans 
identity, such as cross-dressing and transgender (Namaste, 2000; 2005; Meyerowitz, 2002; 
Baril, 2009a;).  As Meyerowitz (2002), explains, many of  the schisms between marginalized 
groups have been driven by the pathologizing practices of  the medical community. She 
writes (2002, p. 176-177):

While the doctors wrestled with definitions and diagnoses, self-identified 
homosexuals, transvestites, and transsexuals engaged in a parallel practice in 
which they tried to distinguish themselves from one another. They hoped to make 
themselves intelligible to others and also to convince doctors, courts, and the 
public to accord them dignity, rights, and respect. Some chose to align themselves 
with other sexual and gender variants or wondered out loud which of  the existing 
categories best embraced their sense of  themselves. But mostly, it seems, they 
hoped to explain their differences. In a sense, they constructed and affirmed their 
own identities by telling themselves and others how they differed. For some, the 
social practice of  taxonomy involved a “politics of  respectability.” Those who 
identified as homosexual, transvestite, or transsexual sometimes attempted to lift 
their own group’s social standing by foisting the stigma of  transgression onto 
others.
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People who identify as having BIID have similarly sought to distinguish their identity 
from different pathologized sexualities associated with body modification (BBC, 2000; 
First, 2004; 2009; Stirn, Thiel & Oddo, 2009). There are certainly disagreements within 
transabled communities about the legitimacy of  sexuality and identity claims (Sullivan, 
2008a), and these disagreements might come from histories of  being pathologized by med-
ical communities and also just from the fact that diverse groups of  people have competing 
experiences, understandings and analysis.  These struggles reveal the high stakes of  build-
ing solidarity and highlight the ongoing need for both caution and humility as we forward 
a vision of  what some of  the grounds for solidarity between groups might look like.

In all cases, we believe that challenging ableist, neo-liberal, heteronormative and cisnor-
mative conceptions of  “productive” and non-productive bodies will open up space for 
this experimental thinking and activism.  In Crip Theory, Robert McRuer (2006) helps us 
to imagine the complex ties between queer, trans and disabled subjectivities through his 
analysis of  compulsory able-bodiedness and compulsory heterosexuality in neoliberal so-
cieties.  McRuer explains that neoliberalism requires and produces bodies and subjects that 
can respond with flexibility to moments of  crisis.  In economic terms, this response to crisis 
might involve working longer hours for less pay, complying with downsizing regimes and 
ideology, retraining and “rehabilitating” bodies or skills to respond to corporate or state 
needs, or crossing a national border to fill temporary “superexploitative” jobs (McRuer, 
2006). The ideal flexible subject is cis, male, able-bodied, white and heterosexual; however, 
minoritized populations are constantly encouraged to aspire to inclusion by conforming as 
closely as possible to the norm. Flexible subjects are not simply able-bodied and hetero-
sexual, they are also tolerant: “Neoliberalism and the condition of  postmodernity, in fact, 
increasingly needs able-bodied, heterosexual subjects who are visible and spectacularly tol-
erant of  queer/disabled existences” (McRuer 2006, p. 2). Limited tolerance/‘valorization’ 
of  some queer/crip subjects masks the ongoing and multiple ways that other popula-
tions are marginalized, while also reinforcing the dominant norm—in this case—cis and 
able-bodied sexualities. McRuer looks at how some crip subjects are cast out as “benefit 
scrounging scum” while others are pitied and valorized as disability “poster” boys/girls 
(McRuer, 2012). Similar neoliberal imperatives form the backdrop for claims about body 
modifications related to sex and ability and the paraphilia (autogynophilia and apotemno-
philia) associated with them.  By queering the “perverse” sexualities of  trans* and disabled 
people, and cripping their bodies and identities as unproductive or burdensome for partners, 
families, health systems, societies, and economies (Roth, 2009: 142-143), the dominant 
neoliberal society marks trans* and disabled people as always threatening and excessive.  
Underlying many of  the debates are the neoliberal imperatives that, modified or not, bod-
ies and subjects be flexible and productive—and that their claims to bodily autonomy not 
violate powerful neoliberal commitments to privatization and personal responsibility (Ir-
ving, 2008; Stryker & Sullivan, 2009; Duggan, 2003). We see the neoliberal imperative most 
powerfully in discussions of  BIID when doctors or commenters express concern about 
the impact of  a modification like amputation on a person’s ability to care for themselves, 
remain in a particular kind of  work, or support themselves financially. McRuer’s analysis 
of  narratives of  “benefit scrounging scum” (2012) points to the assumption that disabled 
bodies are always less productive and more burdensome than able bodies.  This assump-
tion means that all people who want to modify their bodies in “disabling” ways must take 
individual responsibility for the “burden” that they might become.  In these narratives it seems 
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inconceivable that people with disabilities could contribute to and enrich a neoliberal soci-
ety—they are always simply either a pitiable burden or (in the case of  someone with BIID) 
perhaps a suspiciously “lazy” or deviant subject seeking to “take advantage” of  able-bodied 
society. 

Challenging cisnormativity and neo-liberal compulsory able-bodiedness might create 
new spaces for reflection about the complex claims made by people who desire body trans-
formations or modifications.  Moving away from an explanatory or diagnostic model that 
requires a pathologized sexuality or a rigidly defined identity disorder, we could look at 
the complex assemblages of  experience, sexuality, embodiment, subjectivity, identity and 
desire that might motivate people to make modifications to their bodies.  In fact, peo-
ple describe varied motivations for body modifications: aesthetic, artistic, as processes of  
healing, political, sexual, economic, for reasons of  tradition or spirituality, etc. Without an 
initial challenge to cisnormative and ableist assumptions, we will always be operating from 
a social, cultural and political context that assumes someone would “have to be crazy” to 
change sex/genders or become “disabled”, or more broadly to transform their bodies from 
“how nature made them.” Instead of  requiring that trans* people articulate their desires for 
transformation on these terms, we hope that both the medical community and the broader 
society can cultivate humility and respect in how they listen to claims made by trans* peo-
ple, and learn from their experiences and desires.

Conclusion

With the release of  the new edition of  the DSM-5 and amidst the numerous debates and 
discussions over additions, modifications and diagnostic categories, it is crucial to continue 
to reflect on the implications that these diagnoses and categorizations have for many mar-
ginalized and stigmatized people.  This article intervenes in these debates to consider how 
paraphilias and identity disorders get constructed to reinforce hierarchies between “legit-
imate” and “illegitimate” reasons for desiring body modification or transition.  We argue 
that both identity and sexuality discourses must be understood in the context of  an analysis 
that accounts for the impact of  an ableist, sex-negative and cisnormative society.  Indeed, 
while identity-based conceptions of  transition have lead to very limited social, political and 
medical acceptance for some trans* people who are diagnosed with GID or BIID, desires 
for transition rooted in sexual desire are still treated overwhelmingly with pathologizing 
fear, dismissal or even scorn. As we have explored above, while it is useful to examine work 
like Blanchard and Lawrence’s to continually expand our understanding of  what grounds 
a desire for sex/gender or ability/impairment transitions, this work still operates within a 
frame of  pathological sexuality and a medical model of  disability.  Instead of  adopting a 
pathological or “single explanation” orientation to the question of  body modification or 
transition, we examine Blanchard and Lawrence’s work critically to both challenge hege-
monic identity discourses within medical and other communities, and to imagine an ap-
proach to body modification that is open to the possibility of  more nuanced and complex 
understandings of  embodiment, respect, desire and identity.
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